GAME DEVELOPMENT

- 2D Games
- 3D Games
- iOS Games
- Android Games
- Html5 Games
- Unity Games
- E-learning Games
- AR Games
- VR Games
- Mobile Games
- PC Games
- Browser Games
- Multiplayer Games
IMMERSIVE / INTERACTIVE APP DEVELOPMENT

- Gamification Apps
- Augmented Reality (AR) Apps
- Virtual Reality (VR) Apps
- Learning Apps
- Production Promo Apps
- Simulation Apps
- Training Apps
A bunch of immensely talented and experienced game and app development professionals. The team includes designers, content writers, artists, developers, testers, business analysts etc.
GAMES

- Game Design
- Game Art
- Game Development
- Game Testing
- Game Publishing
- Game Licensing

IMMERSIVE APPS

- App Concept Development
- App Functional Design
- App Technical Design
- App Proof of Concept
- App Prototype
- App Development
- App Publishing
• Dedicated Team for Each Project
• Got Extremely Talented People
• Abundant Experience in Game Development
• Extensive Industry Knowledge
• Follows the Best Practices
• Use Robust Methodologies
WE USE

- HTML 5
- Phaser
- Cocos2D
- CreateJS
- Phaser
- libGDX
- Flash
- Adobe Illustrator
- Adobe Photoshop
- Adobe Flash
- Axure
WE WORK WITH

FCBULKA  AYRUZ  Siyonatech  codea Technologies
mobiyox  THE TECHNOLOGY LIBRARY  MULAKUPPADAM FILMS  IMImobile
YOYO games  7Z  educational initiatives  HAPPY TUBE

And many more..
They've very talented designers and programmers. We are pleased in all aspects of working with Csharks and highly recommend them to anyone.

You guys are awesome partners and I recommend all of my friends to work with you. You have delivered top quality services and products!

Csharks provided clear expectations up front and always expertly delivered and exceeded expectations along the way. His design team helped bring our ideas to life and his development team flawlessly implemented our vision.
OUR ART FOLIO

The official movie game - The Wild Hunter

THE OFFICIAL MOVIE GAME